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PPB Capital Partners

“Those who cannot remember the past are 

condemned to repeat it.”

— George Santayana

Déjà vu

Let’s set the stage for a dramatic, volatile and 

fascinating turn of events in American banking 

history…

 Executives at a mid- to large-sized bank 

made risky bets with balance sheet capital 

as they attempted to drive profits. 

 Bets made with little regard for the 

potential costs of negative movements 

are, by definition, “risky.” To fan the fire, 

the nature of the bank’s business model 

made it highly susceptible to customers 

withdrawing large deposits quickly.

 When the risky bets lost value, the bank’s 

solvency came into question. Depositors 

and institutional peers lost faith, which 

sparked an historic bank run.

 Such panic created a contagion across 

the banking sector, requiring J.P. Morgan 

to step in and provide support to buoy 

the American financial system.

If you think the recent story of Silicon Valley 

Bank checks all these boxes, you’re not wrong. 

Strangely enough though, this is the script that 

played out as Knickerbocker Trust experienced 

its own “run on the bank” 116 years ago. It 

initiated the Panic of 1907, one of the most 

severe market contractions of the 20th century.1
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Not surprising, market regulation at the turn of 

the 20th century was lax compared to today’s 

standards. Widespread stock and market 

manipulation was rampant and unchecked, 

leading to massive price bubbles and market-

wide volatility. Despite a new regime of 

government oversight as a result of President 

Theodore Roosevelt’s economic crusades, high 

finance was still very much like the wild west.

In October 1907, speculators Augustus Heinze 

and Charles Morse and associated banks 

suffered significant losses after a failed attempt 

to corner the stock of United Copper. To quell 

any bank runs and calm depositors, The New 

York Clearing House offered loans and clearing 

house loan certificates to these banks. 

Several days after, however, it was discovered 

that a relatively large bank and Wall Street 

institution, Knickerbocker Trust, and its 

president, Charles Barney, had also been 

involved in the cornering of United Copper. 

Upon hearing this, customers rushed to pull 

their deposits from Knickerbocker. After several 

failed attempts to shore up liquidity and after 

nearly $8 million gone out the door, 

Knickerbocker suspended operations, igniting 

a financial crisis.1

J. Pierpont Morgan famously led a consortium 

of Wall Street’s largest financiers to aid 

struggling banks and to keep the New York 

Stock Exchange open. For acts like this, Mr. 

Morgan was often considered the U.S. Central 

Bank prior the formation of the Federal
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Reserve. Affairs like the Panic of 1907 led to 

mass dissatisfaction and shined a spotlight on 

the lack of actual regulation and government 

oversight. But after more than 100 years and 

thousands upon thousands of pages of reform 

and regulation, some banks still find creative 

ways to “do dumb things.” 

While not alone in its actions, Silicon Valley 

Bank’s poor risk management decisions and 

unique client concentration resulted in events 

that were eerily similar to Knickerbocker Trust 

in 1907. The most remarkable coincidence is 

the return of Mr. Morgan’s legacy company to 

backstop institutions—like First Republic Bank—

and reestablish the American public’s 

confidence. To paraphrase Mark Twain … 

Sometimes, history truly does rhyme. 

Blood in the Streets

Historically, some of the greatest investments 

have been made amid crises. It is never an easy 

decision to move against the crowd and invest 

when there’s blood in the streets, but it can be a 

defining moment for many fund managers.

Looking to a more recent financial market 

panic, several market participants won big in 

the wake of the 2008 Great Financial Crisis 

(GFC) by buying assets at incredibly distressed

prices. Some hedge 

funds did remarkably 

well in that environment, 

particularly by investing 

in banks that were hit 

hard by the crisis. After 

his famous big short of 

the U.S. housing market, 

John Paulson bet on an 

economic and market 

recovery and deployed 

capital into stocks like 

Bank of America, 

Goldman Sachs, and 

Citigroup, all of which 

had been deeply 

impacted by the fallout.

Just a few blocks away in 

Manhattan, Bill Ackman’s 

Pershing Square took a 

substantial stake in 

Wachovia Corp as a 

bidding war for its 

banking business began 

between Citigroup and 

Wells Fargo. Pershing
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For information on PPB’s alternative 
fund platform, please contact:

Frank Burke, CFA, CAIA
Chief Investment Officer

484.278.4017   Ext. 108
fab@ppbadvisors.com

About PPB Capital Partners, LLC

Launched in 2008, PPB Capital Partners 
brings premier alternative investment 
solutions and streamlined processing to the 
wealth advisor community. PPB builds and 
operates customized private fund solutions 
for wealth advisory firms nationwide. In 
addition, PPB provides wealth advisors entry 
points to a roster of best-in-class 
institutional alternative investment 
managers in strategies ranging from private 
equity, private credit, hedge funds, real 
estate, venture capital and alternative 
income.

Square identified the company’s other 

businesses, including its wealth management 

arm, as overlooked, quality assets at highly 

distressed prices. After the initial bid, the fund 

continued to build a significant position until 

Wachovia merged with Wells in its entirety.

While being greedy when others are fearful is 

easier said than done, Paulson and Ackman 

were not alone, as Berkshire Hathaway and 

Oaktree poured billions of dollars into beaten 

down assets throughout the GFC. Allocating to 

managers who have proven to be agile and 

opportunistic is vital for outperformance in 

uncertain market environments.

There are many parallel opportunities today 

with Silicon Valley Bank, as a consortium of debt 

holders lobby for a sale of the holding 

company’s non-bank assets, including the 

wealth management business, SVB Private. 

Further, large alternative asset managers like 

Apollo and Blackstone2 have been evaluating 

the now defunct bank’s loan books to find 

potential dollars they can buy for pennies.

Some have predicted that the recent bank 

failures are simply the start of something much 

bigger, citing a broadening weakness across 

capital markets. According to Bloomberg, 

corporate debt in distress increased by $69 

billion, reaching $624 billion, in just the last few 

weeks.3 This may create significant 

opportunities for distressed credit investors to 

deploy capital, particularly those in lower and 

middle markets. While growth investors had a 

significant advantage in the declining rate 

environment of the past fifteen years, the 

current regime and tightening credit markets 

may signal the beginning a deep value bull run.

Though the ongoing upheaval of regional 
banks is currently a much more contained event 
than the Great Financial Crisis, it’s natural to 
wonder who the winners will be this time.
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Footnotes and Important Disclosures

1 https://www.federalreservehistory.org/essays/panic-of-1907
2 https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/apollo-blackstone-eye-svb-assets-bloomberg-news-2023-03-14/
3 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2023-03-28/svb-credit-suisse-crises-trigger-distressed-

debt-increase
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affiliate of PPB Capital Partners, LLC by virtue of common control or ownership.

The statements included in this material may constitute “forward-looking statements” and are subject to a 
number of significant risks and uncertainties. Some of these forward-looking statements can be identified by 
the use of forward-looking terminology such as “believes”, “expects”, “may”, “will”, “should”, “seeks”, 
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